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Abstract: How does future anxiety caused by the COVID-19 pandemic relate to people’s willingness
to remain vigilant and adhere to preventive measures? We examined the mediating role of message
fatigue and the moderating role of autonomy satisfaction in the relationship between future anxiety
due to COVID-19 and willingness to remain vigilant. A cross-sectional online survey was conducted
with adults residing in the United States in June 2021 when numerous U.S. states re-opened following
the CDC’s relaxed guidelines for fully vaccinated individuals. Our data showed that message
fatigue mediated the relationship between future anxiety due to the pandemic and willingness to
remain vigilant. The data further revealed that autonomy satisfaction significantly moderated the
mediation. Namely, the role of message fatigue in the indirect relationship between future anxiety
and willingness to remain vigilant was significant only among people low to moderate in autonomy
satisfaction; its role in the indirect path was not significant for those high in autonomy satisfaction.
Notably, independent of the mechanism involving message fatigue, future anxiety was directly
and positively associated with willingness to remain vigilant regardless of the levels of autonomy
satisfaction. Implications of these findings are discussed in light of psychological and behavioral
responses to the current pandemic and policy directions.
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1. Introduction

“Do not halloo,” as the saying goes, “till you are out of the wood.” One of the most
important lessons brought home by the current COVID-19 pandemic is that finding a pre-
dictable path through a pandemic is easier said than done. The World Health Organization
(WHO) declared the SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) virus outbreak “a public health emergency
of international concern” on 30 January 2020; less than two months later, on 11 March 2020,
WHO declared the COVID-19 situation as a pandemic [1]. Throughout this pandemic, a
seeming improvement in the situation (e.g., decreases in positive cases and deaths) led to
relaxation of restrictions, which was soon followed by another surge.

It may be stated that the fourth surge in the U.S., largely driven by the Delta variant,
was also partly linked to the eased restrictions back in May 2021. On Thursday, 13 May
2021, Dr. Rochelle Walensky—the Director of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC)—announced that mask-wearing and social distancing would no longer
be required for fully vaccinated people in the U.S. [2]. While the revised guidelines were
welcomed by many, concerns were raised that the guidelines were premature, as most
Americans were not fully vaccinated and a viable system for verifying people’s vaccina-
tion status was not being implemented [3]. Following these updated CDC guidelines,
many states and businesses began lifting mask-wearing mandates and social distancing
requirements [4,5]. Then, during the first and the second week of July, the average number
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of positive COVID-19 cases doubled across the U.S. [6], and by mid-August, COVID-19-
related deaths began to rise again [7]. It was not until the end of September that the fourth
wave showed some signs of ebbing [8]. The fourth wave in the U.S. poignantly illustrates
how a pandemic such as COVID-19 can catch us off-guard again and again when we fail to
remain vigilant in the fight against the infectious disease.

The U.S. situation described above highlights the importance of understanding the
psychological factors that can influence people’s vigilance in their response to the pandemic.
Vigilance in public health crises refers to sustained attention and watchfulness aimed at
minimizing risk and enhancing safety [9–11]. Willingness to remain vigilant and not to let
one’s guard down at the signs of improvement in the fight against the pandemic requires
one’s willful intention to sacrifice convenience and adhere to preventive measures for the
safety of oneself and others [12]. Given this, identifying factors associated with willingness
to remain vigilant may provide important guidelines that can prevent people from being
caught off-guard when the pandemic is not completely under control.

To our knowledge, little research has been conducted to identify psychological cor-
relates of vigilance in the prolonged COVID-19 pandemic situation. Most extant research
on pandemic response focused on the early phases of the pandemic (e.g., [13–16]), and
evidence has only begun to emerge with respect to how psychological factors such as
future anxiety and pandemic-related fatigue are associated with compliance with pandemic
measures (e.g., [16]). It may be expected that future anxiety due to COVID-19 can increase
people’s motivation to engage in behaviors for preventing the spread of the virus [17].
However, extant literature suggests that future anxiety may induce pandemic-related fa-
tigue, which may, in turn, reduce engagement in protective behaviors [16], and research has
yet to examine how future anxiety and pandemic-related fatigue relate to vigilance while
the pandemic evolves through multiple waves. It is also important to identify segments
of individuals who may be more/less likely to remain vigilant even when the pandemic
situation seems to improve but is not completely under control.

In an effort to fill the gap in the extant research on psychological and behavioral
responses to the COVID-19 pandemic, the present research investigated the relationship
between future anxiety due to the COVID-19 pandemic and willingness to remain vigilant,
focusing on a time period when the pandemic-related restrictions were relaxed follow-
ing multiple major surges—approximately three weeks after the CDC’s announcement of
revised mask-wearing and social distancing guidelines. In examining the relationship be-
tween future anxiety and willingness to remain vigilant, we tested message fatigue [18,19]
as a possible mediator and autonomy satisfaction [20] as a possible moderator. Our ap-
proach was informed by psychological reactance theory and self-determination theory. We
drew from psychological reactance theory [21,22] to understand the role of message fatigue
in the relationship between future anxiety and willingness to remain vigilant, and we
explored the possible moderating role of autonomy satisfaction with the self-determination
theory framework [20,23–25] as our guide.

1.1. Future Anxiety, Message Fatigue, and Willingness to Remain Vigilant

In predicting people’s compliance with COVID-19 measures to mitigate the spread of
the virus, studies have identified several important variables, and among them are future
anxiety and pandemic-related fatigue. Future anxiety refers to a state of feeling uncertainty,
fear, and worry induced by the prospect of unfavorable changes in one’s future [26,27].
Although anxiety in general entails perception of the future to some degree, future anxiety
concerns a more distant personal future [26]. The COVID-19 pandemic has brought un-
precedented disruptions to people’s lives for an extended period of time, resulting in a great
amount of uncertainty about the future [28,29], which may increase the anxiety people feel
about their future, as has already been indicated in a number of previous studies [17,30–32].
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that high levels of uncertainty and anxiety about
the future induced by the pandemic situation increased fatigue [16,33]. Fatigue, as a psy-
chological state of being burned out or lacking motivation [34,35], tends to be experienced
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during or after extended periods of strenuous activity or stressful events [36,37] and can be
exacerbated when people suffer prolonged anxiety because anxiety depletes psychological
energy [38] and cognitive resources [39,40]. In exploring the role of future anxiety and
pandemic-related fatigue in compliance with pandemic measures, a cross-sectional survey
study conducted with Italian adults demonstrated that future anxiety and fatigue serially
mediated the relationship between trust in governmental organizations and COVID-19
protective behaviors. Specifically, lower levels of governmental trust led to increased levels
of future anxiety, which, in turn, led to increases in the levels of fatigue, and, subsequently,
to lower levels of compliance with protective behaviors [16].

Anxiety about the future due to COVID-19 may increase another specific type of
fatigue—message fatigue. Message fatigue refers to the state of feeling tired of repeatedly
receiving similar messages on a given topic [18]. In consideration of the fact that heightened
future anxiety due to COVID-19 has been shown to increase fatigue [30,31], future anxiety
could also place people in the state of feeling exhausted and worn out upon being heavily
exposed to seemingly repetitive messages concerning COVID-19 [41]. This would be highly
likely to happen as the pandemic drags on for an extended period of time and people are
exposed to news and public health messages related to COVID-19 over and over. Along
this line of reasoning, we hypothesized the following:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Future anxiety due to COVID-19 has a positive association with COVID-19
message fatigue.

Furthermore, we tested the possible mediating role of message fatigue in the rela-
tionship between future anxiety and willingness to remain vigilant. Message fatigue is an
aversive motivational state that can drive both passive and active resistance and reactance
against the persuasive attempts made by a given message [18,41]. Psychological reactance
theory [21] explains why message fatigue contributes to resistance against recommended
health behaviors in certain contexts. According to the theory, when an individual’s be-
havior is restricted by persuasive attempts, the person perceives that his/her freedom is
threatened, and this perception of freedom threat motivates the person to resist the persua-
sive attempts as a way to restore freedom [21,22,42]. Given this, individuals who receive
unsolicited and similar health messages that recommend certain health behaviors over an
extended period of time may perceive their freedom threatened and exhibit noncompliance
as a way to restore freedom [41]. In line with the psychological reactance perspective, a
cross-sectional survey study conducted with U.S. adults showed that message fatigue had a
positive association with perceived freedom threat toward COVID-19 messages, which, in
turn, was positively associated with reactance against COVID-19 preventive measures [13].
Guided by these ideas, we predicted the following:

Hypothesis 2 (H2). COVID-19 message fatigue shows a negative association with willingness to
remain vigilant.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The indirect relationship between future anxiety and willingness to remain
vigilant through COVID-19 message fatigue is negative.

The mediation model to be tested is illustrated in Figure 1.
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1.2. Autonomy Satisfaction as a Moderator

The link between future anxiety due to COVID-19 and message fatigue may be moder-
ated by autonomy satisfaction as an individual difference trait that varies from person to
person, as perception of freedom threat is fundamentally connected to the extent that one
perceives his/her autonomy satisfied or thwarted [43,44]. According to self-determination
theory [45], which explains how innate psychological needs drive people to exercise their
ability to manage and regulate themselves [46], autonomy—the need to actualize the self
as the core source of action through freedom [46,47]—is a psychological need that can
facilitate behavioral regulation when satisfied and supported [46,48,49].

Autonomy satisfaction, as an individual’s propensity to perceive his/her need for
personal volition of actions satisfied [50], has been found as a positive predictor of well-
being [51]. In the context of the current COVID-19 pandemic, a study conducted in Serbia
found that satisfaction of autonomy, among basic psychological needs, had the greatest
influence on well-being [52]. More relevant to the present research, autonomy satisfaction
has been identified as an important predictor of effective and lasting health behavior
change [48,49]. People are more likely to adopt health behaviors recommended for them
when they find their need for autonomy well-supported and satisfied [53]. In a similar
vein, autonomous self-regulation as an individual difference variable has been found
to shape how people process public health messages [54]. Persuasive health messages
encouraging vaccination for health professionals were effective only when the messages
were constructed in an autonomy-supportive communication style, and this effect was
moderated by individual differences in autonomy-based motivation regulation [55].

As a propensity that varies from individual to individual, autonomy satisfaction can
moderate the path between future anxiety and message fatigue, as people who perceived
themselves to be a central target of health promotional messages were more likely to ex-
perience message fatigue than those who did not feel targeted by the messages [56–58].
Furthermore, given that message fatigue triggered resistance against the behaviors rec-
ommended for COVID-19 mitigation [13] and individuals lower in autonomy satisfaction
are less likely to engage in self-regulation [59], the indirect path from future anxiety to
willingness to remain vigilant via message fatigue can also be moderated by autonomy
satisfaction. However, as the specific patterns of moderation may be difficult to predict,
we postulated research questions as opposed to hypotheses. First, we asked whether
the relationship between future anxiety due to COVID-19 and message fatigue would be
moderated by autonomy satisfaction, and, if so, how (Research Question 1). Next, we asked
whether the mediation hypothesized in H3 would be moderated by autonomy satisfac-
tion, and, if so, how (Research Question 2). In addition, we asked whether the direct path
between future anxiety and willingness to remain vigilant (i.e., without the involvement
of the mediation by message fatigue) would be moderated by autonomy satisfaction (Re-
search Question 3). Here, we considered two competing possibilities: (a) In line with the
perspectives of psychological reactance theory [21], the direct path might be moderated
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by autonomy satisfaction, with individuals lower in autonomy satisfaction—perceiving
greater freedom threat—exhibiting greater resistance against recommended behavior as a
way to restore volition and reduce the anxiety; (b) alternatively, future anxiety might have a
positive association with willingness to remain vigilant regardless of autonomy satisfaction,
as future anxiety may motivate individuals to engage in protective action for favorable
future outcomes [26]. The moderated mediation model incorporating these three research
questions is illustrated in Figure 2.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Ethical Considerations

The protocol of this research was determined as exempt from IRB review by the first
author’s institution (protocol #2021E0447). Participant recruitment was conducted by
Qualtrics, and their recruitment approach did not involve any form of coercion. Those who
were invited to participate in the survey could simply refuse to click on the invitation links
sent out by the panel managers. In addition, the incentives offered in the form of reward
points, which could be redeemed for rewards of the participant’s choice, were moderate.
Because the compensation procedure was managed by the panel providers partnering with
Qualtrics and because the incentives were prorated, the exact number of reward points was
not predetermined by the research team. All participants provided their consent prior to
participating in this online survey.

2.2. Participants

All of our participants were recruited through the service provided by Qualtrics,
which partners with a number of online survey firms that manage opt-in panels for online
research. The opt-in panel service provided by Qualtrics has been successfully utilized in
the recruitment of participants for online research [60].

Our inclusion criteria were (a) being 18–65 years of age and (b) living in the U.S. at the
time of data collection. In response to the email invitations sent out by the online panel
managers, 1151 individuals clicked the survey invitation link, and a total of 487 individuals
completed the survey, with a completion rate of 42.3%. Of the 487 participants, 47.6%
(n = 232) were female. More information on the sample characteristics is provided in the
Section 2.4.5 Control Variables below.

2.3. Procedure

Our data were collected in June 2021. At the time of our data collection, over half of
the eligible individuals in the U.S. were fully vaccinated, and states began to scale back
their daily tracking of COVID-19 cases [61], following the CDC’s announcement of the
relaxed mask-wearing and social distancing guidelines for fully vaccinated individuals in
May 2021.
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2.4. Measures
2.4.1. Future Anxiety Due to COVID-19 (“Dark Future” Scale)

Anxiety about the future caused by the COVID-19 pandemic situation was measured
with five items adapted from the Dark Future scale [27]. As the original items focused
more on future anxiety as an individual difference variable, they were slightly rephrased to
highlight the state of future anxiety felt in the context of the current COVID-19 pandemic.
The instructions for participants read: “The statements below concern your attitude towards
the future. Select the number that most accurately defines your point of view. There are no
‘right’ or ‘wrong’ answers.” The items were: “I am afraid that the problems caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic that trouble me now will continue for a long time”; “I am terrified
by the thought that I might suffer long-term crises or difficulties due to the COVID-19
pandemic”; “I am afraid that in the future my life will change for the worse due to the
COVID-19 pandemic”; “I am afraid that the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the
economy will threaten my future”; and “I am disturbed by the thought that the COVID-19
pandemic will prevent me from realizing my goals.” Participants rated the statements on a
7-point scale, ranging from 0 (decidedly false) to 6 (decidedly true). The ratings were averaged
(Cronbach α = 0.94; M = 2.65; SD = 1.63).

2.4.2. Message Fatigue

Following Ball and Wozniak [13], we measured COVID-19 message fatigue by adapt-
ing the four-item Exhaustion subscale of the Message Fatigue scale [18]. On a 7-point scale
(1 = strongly disagree vs. 7 = strongly agree), participants were asked to rate their agreement
with the following four statements: “I am burned out from hearing that COVID-19 is a
serious problem”; “I am sick of hearing about problems associated with COVID-19”; “I am
tired of hearing about the importance of social distancing and mask wearing to prevent the
spread of COVID-19”; and “Health messages about COVID-19 make me want to sigh.” The
ratings were averaged (α = 0.93; M = 4.20; SD = 1.78).

2.4.3. Willingness to Remain Vigilant

Willingness to remain vigilant was measured with four items adapted from the
Willingness-to-Sacrifice scale [62]. Participants were asked to rate the following state-
ments on a 7-point scale (1 = strongly disagree vs. 7 = strongly agree): “I am willing to sacrifice
convenience to help prevent the spread of COVID-19”; “I am willing to adhere to mask
wearing in public settings even if mask wearing is not required”; “I am willing to adhere
to social distancing in public settings even if restrictions are completely lifted”; and “I am
willing to be mindful of others who may be vulnerable to COVID-19.” The ratings were
averaged (α = 0.92; M = 5.30; SD = 1.55).

2.4.4. Autonomy Satisfaction

In order to measure individual differences in autonomy satisfaction in the context of
the COVID-19 pandemic, we adapted items from the Autonomy Satisfaction subscale of
the Basic Psychological Needs scale [63]. The question prompt read: “Below, we ask you
about the kind of experiences you actually have in your life. Please indicate the degree
to which the statement is true for you at this point in your life.” Following the prompt,
participants rated four statements on a 5-point scale (1 = not true at all vs. 5 = completely
true): “Despite the current COVID-19 pandemic situation, I still feel a sense of choice and
freedom in the things I undertake”; “Despite the current COVID-19 pandemic situation,
I still feel that my decisions reflect what I really want”; “Despite the current COVID-19
pandemic situation, I still feel my choices express who I really am”; and “Despite the
current COVID-19 pandemic situation, I still feel I am doing what really interests me.” The
ratings were averaged (α = 0.88; M = 3.90; SD = 0.88).
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2.4.5. Control Variables

We controlled for potential confounders, which included demographic variables (age,
gender, education, household income, and race), political orientation, loss of family/friends
due to COVID-19, vaccination status, and relaxation of COVID-19 restrictions in the state
in which participants resided at the time of this study.

Age (in years) was asked as an open-ended question (M = 43.10; SD = 13.81). As
for gender (0 = male vs. 1 = female; M = 0.48; SD = 0.50), 47.6% (n = 232) were female.
As for race, 78.9% of the participants were White, 7.4% were Black or African American,
0.8% were American Indian or Alaskan Native, 5.1% were Hispanic, Latino/a, or Spanish
origin, 6.6% were Asian/Asian American, 0.2% were Native Hawaiian or other Pacific
Islander, and 1.0% responded “Other”; the race variable was dichotomized for the analysis
(0 = White vs. 1 = non-White; M = 0.21; SD = 0.41). Education was measured with five
response categories, and their values ranged from 1 to 5 (M = 3.32; SD = 1.00): 1 = less
than a high school degree (3.5%), 2 = high school degree or GED (18.1%), 3 = some college or
technical school (32.0%), 4 = college degree (35.9%), and 5 = more than college degree (10.5%).
Household income was measured with five response categories, with values ranging from
1 to 5 (M = 2.59; SD = 1.27): 1 = less than USD 20,000 (22.6%), 2 = USD 20,000 to USD 49,999
(30.0%), 3 = USD 50,000 to USD 89,999 (25.5%), 4 = USD 90,000 to USD 119,999 (10.1%), and
5 = USD 120,000 or above (11.9%).

The question on loss of family/friends due to COVID-19 read, “To the best of your
knowledge, how many of your family members, close relatives, and friends passed away
from COVID-19?” Participants’ responses were dichotomized (0 = none lost to COVID-19
vs. 1 = one or more people lost to COVID-19); 106 individuals (21.8%) responded that they
had lost one or more family members or friends to COVID-19 (M = 0.22; SD = 0.41).
Political orientation was measured on a 5-point scale, 1 = very conservative vs. 5 = very liberal
(M = 2.99; SD = 1.23). The vaccination status question read, “Have you received at least
one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine?” (0 = no vs. 1 = yes); 277 participants (56.9%) reported
that they received at least one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine (M = 0.57; SD = 0.50). Finally,
the degree to which one’s state relaxed its COVID-19 restrictions was assessed with four
questions with two response options (0 = no vs. 1 = yes): “Do most indoor businesses
operate without capacity limits in your state?”; “Do most businesses no longer require
mask wearing in your state?”; “Is mask wearing required in indoor public settings in
your state?” (reversed); and “Does your state still mandate businesses to observe social
distancing rules?” (reversed). Scores were added, with higher scores indicating greater
degrees of relaxed COVID-19 restrictions in the participants’ states of residence (M = 2.11;
SD = 1.30).

3. Results
3.1. Overview of the Analysis

The bivariate correlation coefficients of all measured variables are provided in the
supplementary document available online (Table S1). Based on Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS) regression, we estimated a path model to address (a) the hypotheses on indirect
relationships (H1–H3) and (b) the research questions on moderation (RQ1 and RQ3) and
moderated mediation (RQ2). For statistical inference in mediation analysis and moder-
ated mediation analysis, we used percentile bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs) with
10,000 bootstrap samples. All analyses were conducted using the PROCESS macro [64].
Our mediation hypotheses (H1–H3) were tested with Model 4, and the research questions
on moderation and moderated mediation (RQ1–RQ3) were addressed with Model 8 [65]; in
the moderation and moderated mediation analysis, future anxiety due to COVID-19 and
autonomy satisfaction were mean-centered.

3.2. Mediation Analysis

H1 predicted that anxiety about the future caused by COVID-19 would have a positive
association with COVID-19 message fatigue. Our data supported this hypothesis, b = 0.19,
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p = .001, 95% CI [0.10, 0.28]. H2 predicted that COVID-19 message fatigue would show a
negative association with willingness to remain vigilant. This hypothesis was supported by
the data, b = −0.31, p < .001, 95% CI [−0.38, −0.24]. Finally, H3 predicted that the indirect
relationship between future anxiety and willingness to remain vigilant through COVID-19
message fatigue would be negative. Our data supported this mediation hypothesis. The
coefficient for the indirect path was significant and negative, point estimate = −0.06, 95%
bootstrap CI [−0.09, −0.02]. Notably, independent of this mechanism involving COVID-19
message fatigue as the mediator, the direct path from future anxiety to willingness to
remain vigilant was significantly positive, b = 0.14, 95% CI [0.07, 0.21], p = .001. Figure 3
illustrates these results.
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3.3. Moderation and Moderated Mediation Analysis

The research questions were addressed with OLS regression based on Model 8 of
the PROCESS macro (Table 1). RQ1 asked whether and how the relationship between
future anxiety due to COVID-19 and COVID-19 message fatigue would be moderated
by autonomy satisfaction. The analysis revealed a negative interaction between future
anxiety and autonomy satisfaction predicting COVID-19 message fatigue, b =−0.14, 95% CI
[−0.23, −0.04], p = .004, such that autonomy satisfaction weakened the association between
future anxiety and message fatigue: b = 0.34, 95% CI [0.21, 0.48], p < .001 for respondents
low (M − 1SD) in autonomy satisfaction (–0.88); b = 0.22, 95% CI [0.13, 0.32], p < .001 for
those moderate (M) in autonomy satisfaction (0); b = 0.10, 95% CI [−0.004, 0.21], p = .06 for
those high (M + 1SD) in autonomy satisfaction (0.88). This interaction pattern is illustrated
in Figure 4.

RQ2 asked whether and how the mediation hypothesized in H3 would be moderated
by autonomy satisfaction, with moderation of the mechanism proposed as driven by the
first stage of the mediation process involving the path from future anxiety to message
fatigue. Our analysis revealed that the index of moderated mediation (index = 0.04)
was significantly different from zero, 95% bootstrap CI [0.01, 0.08], indicating that the
size of the indirect relationship predicted in H3 (future anxiety due to COVID-19 →
COVID-19 message fatigue→ willingness to remain vigilant) was significantly affected by
autonomy satisfaction. This significant moderated mediation was further probed (Table 2).
The mediation predicted in H3 was significant among those moderate (M) in autonomy
satisfaction (0) and low (M − 1SD) in autonomy satisfaction (–0.88); on the other hand, the
mediation was not significant among those high (M − 1SD) in autonomy satisfaction (0.88).
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Table 1. OLS regression results based on PROCESS Model 8.

Consequent

M (Message Fatigue) Y (Vigilance)

Antecedent Coeff. SE p Coeff. SE p

Constant 6.08 0.46 <.001 5.99 0.41 <.001
X (Future Anxiety) 0.22 0.05 <.001 0.16 0.04 <.001

M (Message Fatigue) – – – −0.31 0.03 <.001
W (Autonomy Satisfaction) 0.04 0.08 .611 0.38 0.06 <.001

X×W −0.14 0.05 .004 0.006 0.04 .878
Age −0.01 0.005 .186 −0.003 0.004 .424

Gender 0.02 0.15 .880 0.28 0.11 .012
Education −0.07 0.08 .411 −0.06 0.06 .383

Income −0.003 0.06 .958 0.16 0.05 .001
Race −0.28 0.18 .128 0.15 0.14 .294

Political Orientation −0.49 0.06 <.001 0.18 0.05 .001
COVID death −0.01 0.18 .965 −0.02 0.14 .869
Vaccination −0.49 0.16 .002 0.51 0.12 <.001

Eased Restrictions 0.21 0.06 .0002 −0.21 0.04 <.001
R2 = 0.22 R2 = 0.39

Model Summary F(12, 474) = 11.20,
p < .001

F(13, 473) = 23.45,
p < .001

Note. Future anxiety and autonomy satisfaction were mean-centered.
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Figure 4. Future Anxiety and Message Fatigue: Moderation by Autonomy Satisfaction.

We also looked at the direct association between future anxiety due to COVID-19 and
willingness to remain vigilant, independent of the aforementioned mechanism involving
COVID-19 message fatigue (RQ3). As indicated by the interaction term shown in Table 1,
the direct relationship was not significantly moderated by autonomy satisfaction. Rather, as
shown in Table 2, the coefficients for the direct paths from future anxiety to willingness to
remain vigilant were significant and positive across the three levels of autonomy satisfaction
(i.e., “low” to “high”).
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Table 2. Conditional direct and indirect relationships.

Indirect Path Direct Path

Autonomy
Satisfaction

Point
Estimate

95% Bootstrap
CI b 95%

CI p

Low (M − 1SD) −0.11 −0.16 to −0.06 0.15 0.04 to 0.26 .006
Moderate (M) −0.07 −0.11 to −0.03 0.16 0.08 to 0.23 <.001

High (M + 1SD) −0.03 −0.08 to 0.01 0.16 0.08 to 0.25 .0002

Note. Autonomy satisfaction was mean-centered. Statistically significant values are presented in boldface.

4. Discussion
4.1. Implications of the Key Findings

Our study examined psychological and behavioral responses to the COVID-19 pan-
demic between the third and the fourth wave in the U.S. context. Specifically, we in-
vestigated how future anxiety caused by the pandemic situations was associated with
willingness to remain vigilant when people might be inclined to relax precautions as
COVID-19 restrictions eased. In so doing, we examined the mediating role of message
fatigue and the moderating role of autonomy satisfaction.

We found that the relationship between future anxiety caused by COVID-19 and
willingness to remain vigilant was mediated by COVID-19 message fatigue. Specifically,
future anxiety was positively related to message fatigue, which, in turn, was negatively
associated with willingness to remain vigilant to protect the self and others from the disease.
Interestingly, independent of the mechanism involving COVID-19 message fatigue, greater
future anxiety was associated with greater willingness to remain vigilant.

Moreover, we found that autonomy satisfaction moderated the path between future
anxiety and message fatigue. Specifically, for those low and moderate in autonomy sat-
isfaction, future anxiety had a positive association with message fatigue; however, for
those high in autonomy satisfaction, the relationship between future anxiety and message
fatigue was only marginally significant. Additionally, the indirect path between future
anxiety and willingness to remain vigilant through message fatigue was also moderated by
autonomy satisfaction. Namely, the indirect relationship was significant among people low
to moderate in autonomy satisfaction but not among those high in autonomy satisfaction.
Notably, independent of the mechanism involving message fatigue, the direct relationship
between future anxiety and willingness to remain vigilant was positive and not moderated
by autonomy satisfaction. These results highlighted that message fatigue (associated with
future anxiety), being contingent upon autonomy satisfaction as an individual difference
variable, may play a potentially detrimental role, particularly when people are likely to
become weary of the prolonged pandemic.

The findings of our study contribute to the literature on pandemic responses in mean-
ingful ways. First, the current findings provide insight into how people cope with future
anxiety caused by the pandemic situations and how message fatigue and autonomy sat-
isfaction may come into play in the coping process, particularly in light of the theory of
stress and coping [66,67]. According to this perspective, which highlights how cognitive
appraisal of stressors initiates the coping process, there are two primary routes of coping:
emotion-focused coping and problem-focused coping [67]. Emotion-focused coping, which
refers to the coping response governed by the regulation of emotions triggered by the
cognitive appraisal of a stressor, has an internal focus and solely aims at mitigating the
undesirable emotions induced by stress and anxiety. On the other hand, problem-focused
coping, which refers to the coping response centered around the effort to tackle the prob-
lems directly associated with the stressor, has an external focus and aims at changing the
unfavorable situation that causes stress and anxiety by behaviorally acting on the problem
itself [67–69]. Our findings suggest that coping with future anxiety caused by COVID-19
may also follow either of these two routes of coping, with message fatigue and autonomy
satisfaction determining which of the two routes to be taken. As indicated by the results on
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the direct relationships between future anxiety and willingness to remain vigilant, people
may engage in problem-focused coping when dealing with future anxiety and thereby
exhibit willingness to act upon the problem—the COVID-19 pandemic—when message
fatigue does not intervene. However, when message fatigue intervenes, future anxiety may
be associated with lower motivation to remain vigilant, particularly among those who are
lower in autonomy satisfaction. These individuals may engage in emotion-focused coping
as opposed to problem-focused coping.

Our findings aligned with prior research on message fatigue and resistance against
persuasive public health messages [13,41,58,70]. Although achieving a high level of expo-
sure is key to successful public health communication campaigns [71], massive messaging
also has the potential to invite resistance to its persuasive attempt by repeatedly exposing
people to similar health information and persuasive arguments, thereby increasing message
fatigue [18]. This might be particularly true in the era of the COVID-19 pandemic in which
an unprecedent level of public health messaging is undertaken around the globe, dissemi-
nating important but similar messages [70,72]. Furthermore, our research also contributes
to the literature by indicating that future anxiety, particularly in a prolonged pandemic
situation, may serve as a possible predictor of message fatigue.

On a positive note, our test of the moderated mediation model highlighted that auton-
omy satisfaction, as one of the basic psychological needs [52], may play a protective role by
suppressing the relationship between future anxiety and message fatigue. By highlight-
ing the role of autonomy satisfaction as an important individual difference variable, this
finding will guide us to identify individuals who may be more vulnerable to experiencing
message fatigue (i.e., those who are lower in autonomy satisfaction). Another noteworthy
implication of this finding with respect to autonomy satisfaction is that in order for people
to constructively cope with future anxiety caused by the prolonged pandemic situation,
people’s need for autonomy as a basic psychological need should remain satisfied and
well-supported [52].

From a practical standpoint with respect to public health message design concerning
COVID-19 and future pandemics, our findings can inspire the development of responses to
the current and future pandemic situations. First, our results suggest that public health
messages should focus on how to reduce future anxiety by addressing the probability and
severity of potential harms related to COVID-19 [73], particularly when reaching out to
target individuals low in autonomy satisfaction.

Second, it will be important to help people maintain optimal levels of autonomy
satisfaction while they attempt to cope with future anxiety caused by prolonged pandemic
situations. Governmental and public health institutions should design and frame preven-
tive measures and related messages in autonomy-supporting ways [52]. Also, special care
should be taken to employ message features to mitigate perceived threat to freedom and up-
lift autonomy satisfaction, such as the use of narratives and choice-enhancing language [42].
Controlling messages that may trigger freedom threat [74] or messages that evoke negative
emotions such as guilt or shame may backfire [75], leading to increases in message fatigue
and non-compliance with preventive measures [52].

4.2. Limitations and Future Directions

Our work has several limitations that should be addressed. First, the correlational
nature of our data, collected via a cross-sectional survey, does not allow for causal interpre-
tation of the observed relationships among future anxiety, message fatigue, and willingness
to remain vigilant. Specifically, we cannot conclusively rule out the possibility that reverse
causation (e.g., intention to remain vigilant lowers message fatigue) and spuriousness
(e.g., the observed negative relationship between message fatigue and intention to remain
vigilant) are explained by health interests, such that individuals highly interested in health
issues are less likely to experience message fatigue and more willing to stay vigilant. Future
research should employ a longitudinal survey or experimental design to reduce uncertainty
about causality concerning the relationships observed in the current study.
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While our study sheds light on how future anxiety induced by the pandemic and
autonomy satisfaction jointly influence message fatigue and thereby shape willingness to
remain vigilant, the sample was restricted to people residing in the U.S. Future research
should test the mediation and the moderated mediation models proposed in this research
in other countries and examine the extent to which the current findings can generalize to
different societies and cultures.

Additionally, future studies identifying the individual- and message-level antecedents
of future anxiety and autonomy satisfaction can illuminate a more comprehensive process—
part of which has been illustrated in this study—and ultimately guide the efforts to design
effective message interventions to prevent the spread of COVID-19 and future pandemics.
Future research should also investigate how information dynamics can affect future anx-
iety, message fatigue, and willingness to remain vigilant in pandemic situations. The
COVID-19 information environment has witnessed rapid and widespread dissemination
of misinformation [76] and conspiracy theories [77] as well as politicization of health-
protective behaviors such as mask-wearing [78,79]. Being placed in an environment heavily
dominated by confusing and conflicting information, the public may be rendered highly
vulnerable to future anxiety and message fatigue [80], which could negatively contribute to
willingness to remain vigilant.

5. Conclusions

We have already witnessed multiple waves of positive cases and deaths through-
out the current COVID-19 pandemic, and it is important to understand what predicts
people’s (un)willingness to remain vigilant to protect the self and others from the dis-
ease. Specifically, understanding psychological and behavioral responses to prolonged
pandemic situations that heighten uncertainty and anxiety can provide important insight
into effectively encouraging the public to avoid being caught off-guard by not relaxing
precautions before the pandemic is completely under control. Guided by psychological
reactance theory and self-determination theory, we investigated the relationship between
future anxiety and willingness to remain vigilant with a sample of U.S. adults; in doing so,
we examined the mediating role of message fatigue and the moderating role of autonomy
satisfaction. Despite limitations due to the cross-sectional nature of the data, our findings
shed light on the role of message fatigue and autonomy satisfaction in how people appraise
anxiety-provoking pandemic situations and regulate their behavior accordingly. Our re-
search also contributes to the public health scholarship by identifying individuals who
may be more vulnerable to experiencing message fatigue and thereby rendered less willing
to remain vigilant in prolonged pandemic situations. We hope that the present research
will stimulate further research on the socio-psychological factors that influence vigilance in
pandemic response.
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